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并不容易做到。这主要表现在对矩阵 A，右端变量 b，及价格变量 c 的确定等方





















Abstract of Contents 
 
Abstract of Contents 
The interest rate marketability is the must way in interest rate history for various 
countries. In economical globalization today， the accurate pricing on how to face the 
past-saving ，the banking loan and other financial assets. This also is a key point 
which this article studies. The antithesis theory is one of the important linear 
programming contents，We knew that，Corresponds in each linear programming 
question all associated corresponding linear programming question，Former is by 
matrix A，right margin vector b， and value vector c defines，Calls it the original 
question，Latter also is by same data acquisition A，b，c constitutes，Calls it the 
original question antithesis question. A pair of original question and the antithesis 
question are closely related，They not only have the same data acquisition， the same 
most superior goal function value，Moreover obtains a linear programming optimal 
solution，Also the synchronization obtains the antithesis linear programming the 
optimal solution，We call the antithesis question the optimal solution conditioned 
shadow price，also known as "shadow price". 
Studies the financial property using the antithesis theory， the fixed price 
question is this article innovation place，This article first establishes for several 
years ，ten groups of different deadlines take some banks to save， the loan data as a 
foundation，With weighting even equal supposition，Obtains when time A，and when 
the time different deadline structure saves，the loan amount and occupies compares 
the situation. Again obtains the different product using the antithesis theory "the 
shadow price"，And carries on the sector analysis to it. 
This article is carried on the analysis through an example，Obtains the conclusion 
is: If a bank must come using the antithesis theory to its each product all to determine 
a more reasonable price in theoretically is feasible，But in actual center is not actually 
easy to achieve. This mainly displays in to matrix A，Right margin variable b，And 
price variable c indeed grades the aspect， How does difficulty lie in found A，Also in 
through the antithesis simplex method and so on in the optimal solution which 















the fixed price for each product， Thus causes this bank "the shadow price" or decides 
the price and the market difference on certain products for the zero is big. 
In brief，fixed price for the loan is an item of complex systems engineering，The 
internal commerce bank must carefully measure，the comprehensive consideration and 
the use overseas commercial bank success experience，Unifies own is actual， 
Unceasingly the improvement and the revision had fixed price method，The 
establishment suits line of business the fixed price pattern，Enhances line of business 
in to loan in the market gradually the competitive ability. 
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